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Java Open Source Programming: with XDoclet, JUnit, WebWork, HibernateJohn Wiley & Sons, 2003
 Discover how to develop full-scale J2EETM applications quickly and efficiently using the best Open Source tools
    Written by leading authorities in the field, this book shows you how to leverage a suite of best-of-breed Open Source development tools to take the pain out of J2EE and build a complete...
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Object-Oriented Design and PatternsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2005

	This book is an introduction to object-oriented design and design patterns at an elementary level. It is intended for students with at least one semester of programming in an object-oriented language such as Java or C++.


	An object-oriented design text that's student oriented too!

	

	Now updated to reflect the...
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Kotlin Standard Library Cookbook: Master the powerful Kotlin standard library through practical code examplesPackt Publishing, 2018

	Build optimized applications in Kotlin by learning how to make use of the standard library features the smart way.

	

	Key Features 
		
			Get the most out of the Kotlin library to develop high-quality portable applications
	
			Explore the powerful support for data processing and I/O...
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Hibernate QuicklyManning Publications, 2005
Hibernate is a solid, productive Object Relational Mapping (ORM) tool
that lets developers think and work with objects rather than tables and
columns. It has grown over the years, been used by many developers, and
has gone through three major versions. This book’s goal is to make you
productive with Hibernate.
...
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Maven: A Developer's NotebookO'Reilly, 2005
Maven is a new project management and comprehension tool which provides an elegant way to share build logic across projects. In terms of capabilities, Maven is an improvement to Apache Ant-thanks to numerous plug-ins and built-in integration with unit testing frameworks such as JUnit. Tired of writing the same build logic for...
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Test-Driven Development with MockitoPackt Publishing, 2013

	Learn how to apply Test-Driven Development and the Mockito framework in real life projects, using realistic, hands-on examples


	Overview

	
		Start writing clean, high quality code to apply Design Patterns and principles
	
		Add new features to your project by applying Test-first development- JUnit...
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Spring Recipes: A Problem-Solution Approach (Books for Professionals by Professionals)Apress, 2008
Spring addresses most aspects of Java/Java EE application development and offers simple solutions to them. By using Spring, you will be lead to use industry best practices to design and implement your applications. The releases of Spring 2.x have added many improvements and new features to the 1.x versions. Spring Recipes: A...
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Hands-On Full Stack Development with Spring Boot 2.0  and React: Build modern and scalable full stack applications using the Java-based Spring Framework 5.0 and ReactPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		Develop efficient and modern full stack applications using Spring Boot and React 16

	
		Key Features

		
			Build resourceful backends using Spring Boot and faultless frontends using React
	
			Explore techniques involved in creating a full stack app
	
			Add CRUD...
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Pragmatic Unit Testing in Java with JUnitPragmatic Bookshelf, 2003
Learn how to improve your Java coding skills using unit testing.  Despite it's name, unit testing is really a coding technique, not a testing technique.  Unit testing is done by programmers, for programmers. It's primarily for our benefit: we get improved confidence in our code, better ability to make deadlines, less time spent in the debugger, and...
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Struts Kick StartSams Publishing, 2002
Learn to build applications with Jakarta Struts, the most popular JSP development framework. Struts Kick Start is a "hands-on" book filled with sample applications and code snippets you can reuse, and in-depth coverage of new features in Struts 1.1. If you are looking for a practical book that "shows you how to do it", then...
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Eclipse DistilledAddison Wesley, 2005
Organized for rapid access, focused on productivity, Eclipse  Distilled brings together all the answers you need to make the most of today's  most powerful Java development environment. David Carlson introduces proven best  practices for working with Eclipse, and shows exactly how to integrate Eclipse  into any Agile development...
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Enterprise Java Programming with IBM WebSphere, Second EditionIBM Press, 2003
           Enterprise Java Programming with IBM WebSphere, Second Edition is the definitive guide tobuilding mission-critical enterprise systems with J2EE, WebSphere, and WebSphere StudioApplication Developer. Fully updated for Versions 5.x of WebSphere Application Server andWebSphere Studio...
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